Welded Top Cover to help prevent bending.

Center Hole for use with Lock America’s “F” model Millennium Locks.

Shrouded to protect padlock shackles from bolt cutter attacks.

S840T - BLK Steel Hasp Set (Black)
For use with shackle type or discus style padlocks as shown in the LAI 600 and 500 Series Catalogs.

S820T-A535 - Steel Hasp Set
Set Shown with patented LAI Millennium Lock featured in the LAI 600 Series Catalog.

S828S-28 Hardened Steel Shackle Guard

S828S-28 Hardened Steel Shackle Guard with S820T-A535 Hasp and B645A Padlock Attached

S828S-21 Hardened Steel Shackle Guard

SHACKLE SHIELD PROFILES
S828H-28
S828H-21

28mm
21mm

LAI Group offices are located in: California • North Carolina • Massachusetts • Mexico • Taiwan • United Kingdom
HIGH SECURITY HASPS

S869H - Hasp Set
With Shroud Protection
and Patented Millennium
Lock as seen in the LAI 600 Series Catalog.

BFL-6 SIDE HASP PROFILES

- BFL-6-46: 4 5/8"
- BFL-6-46-7: 7"
- BFL-6-46-13: 13"

BFL-6-46 - Hardened Steel
Hasp Set is available in 3
lengths - 4 5/8" shown

BFL-6-36 - Hardened Steel
Hasp Set

S820T - Hasp Set
(special application)
Accommodates Puck Style Locks
Featured in the LAI 600
Series Catalog.

LAI Group offices are located in: California • Massachusetts • Mexico • Australia • Taiwan • United Kingdom
HIGH SECURITY HASPS

Optional Carriage Bolt Cover

S868H-BL - Hasp Set

S868H-BL is designed to fit all Dixie Narco/Royal Vendor/Vendo and other machines.

S868H-MH Mounting Hardware
*Sold Separate

S868H-CC**
Hardened Steel Hardware Cover
*Sold Separate - Designed to be used with all of these LAI Hasps

**Patent Pending - S868H-CC

S868H-PCHasp Set With Padlock Cover
**Made to use with Shackle style Padlocks

Different Profiles to Accommodate Most Manufacturers
Please specify machine type
- S868R
- Universal Fit
- S868H
- S868D

S868R
S868H
S868D

S868H**